
ABOUT ELINE MARTHERUSEline Martherus is a contemporary dutch painter, currently living in Amsterdam. She has been working as an artist for six years so far. Before, she worked as a designer with a background in
textile production technology. Eline has exhibited her works nationally, as well as in Indonesia and the United Kingdom.Eline Martherus is also part of the Amsterdam-based art platform and collective st-Art, where her
works are available for purchase.Her art has two opposite yet complementary elements. On the one hand, she utilizes a &#8216;sacred&#8217; geometry, as she defines it, intending to build a Flower of Life, which is the
basis of Hu.&#8216;Hu&#8217; is a pseudonym in her art, which symbolizes the continuous reinterpretation of universal connotations, represented by placing seven circles in an overlapping symmetry.Â On the other
hand, Eline utilizes organic and spontaneous painting techniques.HU AND THE FLOWER OF LIFEBy definition, the Flower of Life symbolizes creation and reminds us of the unity of everything: we are all built from the
same blueprint.Â She explains.Â It has a central role in her work and identity as it symbolizes the deep spiritual meaning and enlightenment of her artistic and personal journey. As we are all built from the same blueprint,
the color blue has naturally become the central color in Hu., she continues.@ Kanso by Eline Martherus@ Solitude seji by Eline MartherusELINE MARTHERUS&#8217; TECHNIQUEEline mainly opts for sponges and
brushes to add layers to her artworks. Acrylic paint and wax and oil paint are her primary mediums, although often enriched with hand-embroidery and tufting techniques using naturally dyed yarn.Â The plates I use as
stamps or as templates come out of huge geometrical wooden plates which I cut with a laser machine, she adds.@ Absence shiEline Martherus@ Shibu mi by Eline MartherusINSPIRATION AND PRACTICE BEHIND
ELINE MARTHERUSEline, what drove you to become an artist?The structured 40 hours weekly job got me questioning many things in life. So I&#8217;ve treated myself to a new language, an abstract expression rather
than one based on social structures, where there was no longer a need to use wording as an expression. Replacing words with nothing but colors and shapes, where sometimes textures play a bigger role. I do not feel the
need to belong to an object-oriented world or a language-oriented culture. The only connotations I&#8217;m acknowledging, which gave and still give action in so many ways. I practiced my mind to move in many different
directions, many states of mind, unlike one&#8217;s body. Up until now, regardless of the physical place where Hu has been expressing so far, it always creates a dialogue and a sense of recognition and awareness
within the viewer. This type of dialogue is something I wanted to establish with my work.CURRENT WORKSEline also underlines how she feels established as a contemporary artist during this current pandemic, more and
more aware of what she is searching through her work.Eline strives for a hybrid between visual arts and textile disciplines as she witnessed the massive waste of pre and post-consumer in the fashion industry&#8217;s
production chain.Â The COVID 19 forced me to think about questions like how can we create new systems, less polluting, and less energy consumption.Â She explains.I slowly came to realize that the fashion industry
contributes to pollution with which I no longer identify myself. All in the name of the global economy, business, and the way we perceive society. So what is essential? What is not? In my opinion, this must be reinvented
and repurposed.Consequently, Eline is working on residual materials for visual art by using pre-consumer waste from the world&#8217;s leading weaving mills. She uses various techniques, including tufting and
embroidery, on painted canvas and is currently working with waste yarn programs to create a series of hand-tufted wall pieces. Yarns come from pre-consumer residual material and are dyed by hand in my studio in
Amsterdam using only natural dyeing methods such as indigo., she adds.The post Eline Martherus | Dutch Abstract Artist appeared first on Hue &amp; Eye.About Florentijn De BoerFlorentijn de Boer is a very young
talented Dutch painter currently living and working in The Hague, city where she gained her Fine Arts Painting diploma last year at the Royal Academy of Art. In 2016 she also pursued a Fine Arts Sculpture course at the
Accademia di Belle Arti di Carrara in Italy. And this is just to mention some of her skills.PAINTING PROCESSâ€œMy paintings reflect a strong drive to represent the world as seen through my eyes. In the process of
painting, forms as we conventionally know them are transformed into a fluent movement. My intention is to interest viewers in the total body of the picture and to suggest the relation of the painted to reality.â€• , isÂ what
she answered when we asked Florentijn to briefly describe her work through her personal point of view. She focused on explaining the process of extrapolating a series of forms that will merge in the close connection
between good and bad, to depict the restricted boundaries between these opposites.â€œWhen painting, I try to overturn the law of gravity and exceed logical thought. The suggestion of depth in the paintings arises
through the combination of geometric and organic elements. Constructing vertical lines and placing playful forms around them sets the picture in motion. Showing (e)motion is a major motive. I use oil stick on linen with the
linen remaining visible so that it can act as a natural force.â€•, is how she explains her creative workflow.ARTIST&#8217;S EXCLUSIVE FOR HUE&amp;EYEFlorentijn has hungry eyes and feels the urge to translate
everything she sees into a personal point of view which will find its voice through painting. Everything has a creative exit in her world.For example, she sent Hue&amp;Eye a beautiful sketch of a future work of hers, in
which she deepens the complexity of her approach and technique, expressed through the relation of a selected story and the addressed canvas.Swimming in the lake I had the ideathat the bird of prey gliding over our
heads would hold us for fishesIt felt as if my arms were fishes tooBeing in the water, I am always afraidso I swam as fast as I could to the other shore Actually, I am no great swimmerDanger, both winging over our heads
and lurking below While in fact nothing was the matter The underwater worldit is reflecting the sunOr you can look straight through it infinity, properly haltedThe exuberant lifeBurgundian bathing in the sun, at the water line
Ultimate pleasure at the lakesideYet a torment for mestilled by apple cider under a treeand the sleep that followsCollecting imagescombining them to create a personal picture It concerns intermediate relationshipsThey
are essentialThe relations between objectsTo the other side of the lakeÂ  And backDE BOER&#8217;S RELATIONSHIP WITH ARTShe totally devotes her time to painting. â€œI work long days. I can rest only once the
work is completely finished. Before then, sleep is not important. Now that it is summer, I try to enjoy the fine weather and take as often as possible a brief swim in the seaâ€•.Â Since she was a young child she never
stopped painting, and although she is still very young, she is also fascinated by The Analysis of Beauty â€“ the theory, of William Hogarth. â€œEvery difficulty in understanding an object increases the pleasure of
overcoming itÂ &#8211; I depict this movement in my paintingsâ€•. In her works, Florentijn hopes to disappear, to let the public forget about how the piece was created, so to just get absorbed by the interplay of the forms
in the picture itself.FUTURE PROJECTSFlorentijn today dreams of a big mansion outside the city where she may paint in the garden: â€œ&#8230; the Burgundian, romantic life.â€•, she explains. After all, this is what
French painters used to do when they founded the term En Plein Air! Meantime she will soon paint her atelier as blue as the sky and is currently represented by Rademakers Gallery in Amsterdam.@ Florentijn de Boer
&#8211; 2017Visit his website to learn more.&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Â Â The post Florentijn De Boer | The Painting Process appeared first on Hue
&amp; Eye.COLLAGE COMPOSITION, A COMPROMISE BETWEEN ART AND DESIGNThere is something highly emotional and intriguing in staring at a collage illustration layout.Not only the viewer is compelled to find
a hidden message, but he also has to participate in an artistâ€™s silent manifesto. The artist uses collage to engage with a particular point of view using any tool he likes. No boundaries are allowed.The creativity resides
in the composition, which is how the artist chooses to assemble all the pieces. This creative process is what connects design with art.Collage composition is empowered to speak artistically to the viewer through a visual
language typical of a design approach.@ NATE KITCH â€“ The Guardian August 2018@ NATE KITCH â€“ Literatu Street Exhibition â€“ Philip Glass October 2017THE CREATIVE (MIXED-MEDIA) TECHNIQUE.While
staring at a collage layout, you may bump into typography, and letter fonts, painted figures, stuck objects, newspaper cutouts, glued items, and so on. We may also translate this into a final digital piece to give a
three-dimensional feeling to the artwork. Some creatives straightly use a digital approach by reproducing digitally the mixed feelings given by all the elements. The result is stunning, entirely unexpected, and very strong
as if all of those pieces were struggling before they finally encountered that final layout. They are yet happy there, in tune with one another.The importance of experimenting is to understand and explore all the possible
ways the elements may interact with one another.@ Lynne BrouwerTHE PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACHItâ€™s also a social and entirely psychological practice. Itâ€™s like when you get in a room for the first time. You
start by analyzing all the people in it. The first thing you will be asking is something elemental about them, like where you come from, and then you will start to stick with the ones you like the most trying to find the best
way to interact and possibly create some networking. Isnâ€™t this aÂ collage process?The process could be frustrating, but the final result will be healing and quite impressive.@ Montserrat Serra@ Montserrat
SerraFollow us to constantly explore creative tips&amp;tricks!&nbsp;The post Collage Composition Tips appeared first on Hue &amp; Eye.ABOUT SCOTT SUEMEScott Sueme was raised in Vancouver BC, where he
initially worked as a graphic artist and painter approaching the graffitiâ€™s subculture, for which he left his studies at the Emily Carr University in 2006Â  and to deepen his venture and carrier through art, design, and
installation painting. His choice was made to pursue a deeper understanding through first-hand experience.Today Scott has been commissioned to work with collaborators such as HCMA Architecture, P22d Design, and
The City of Vancouver. Recently, he has completed large-scale mural projects with The City of Vancouver and Hootsuite, wrapping a full 3 story building for the Vancouver Mural Festival (2016).@Scott Sueme, 2021 @S.
Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORKComing from a background in graffiti, Scott
has always seen his artistic carrier as an attempt to experiment and break boundaries. As a matter of fact, he undertook multiple mediums, and his process obtained more â€œhappy incidentsâ€• beyond an overly
polished product, to express his renewed spontaneous outlook, compelling him to explore the conceptual side of art juxtaposing materials and techniques. His attempt is to cause a reaction and to be edgy, so as to stand
out with a nonconventional artistic approach.CURRENT WORKSHe is today a skilled artist that found success with various commissioned projects relating to public art and corporate art ventured, and he also conveyed
with brand images such as Nike, Microsoft, VANOC and City of Vancouver. Scott currently works out of his studio in DTES in Vancouver BC as a freelance artist and graphic designer, showcasing his works on an
International level, aspiring to grow in the graffiti art world and further his technique and process.@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme
&#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORKHis series of work HOMEWORK will be on show at the Kimoto Gallery in Vancouver BC, from may 8th to June 9th, 2018.To know more about Scott Sueme, go
here.The post Scott Sueme | The Perception of Color appeared first on Hue &amp; Eye.ABOUT VASJEN KATROAlbanian visual designer Vasjen Katro likes 
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